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Bidesi on April 6, 1977. This is the first hearing on th, liid. 11Rcal ius
S. 12-14 has not received the )ul)licity that S. 2 has rceei v ',. I won l
like to tal:e a iloneuit to pointt out to the committee that S. 124-1 oiis
to ) i (Ii i'(t'lv ,S1)0n Si(, to .1I(rere"tions in the I !ihls (Rlc gl..itc'-(
repor't, oi S. 2925 last. year. In that repot. the 1 ules
sl
ge ( that if perimiall ent aitl io'iat ioil.s and aiit
- foor'izt
' ' (1; i "
il(,
Ics1ums ave soimh w l)rolkel, hat thw appropllrialte reined' light
he to Sinll)Iy l'eVeli,t irllalnt,
autl(iorizatiolls and -s,,I
.chl
autlhorizations. ''is
wouIld thls sill )('t all
?)rglali,
t he it',,a,a ionlltiht is a l)art of tIl(i' reauthoi l iz lon ro'ctz-s 1Lv.. 'I'lw ( 0111ilit (.( pointedd out, however, that a, bar on permi'anelt ait ho;'izati,,,H
o0,giit, not iiec(''e.rilv be absolute, but that, Conj('rsts ojnht to cow-i, hev
retaining the flexibility to use that technique if a majority of Members
of I)oth 1loses deelie(1 it appropriate.
S. 12-1-1 establishes 4 ears as the, imaxinll 1 ti e periol f'r l
':v.ogi'
autlorizations. 1Thie en''rrceinent tev'hniqlue is Simply to nmake it, t'
in ore(l
to consider bills 01' resolutions nitdnkig- al)proiriaion f'o
J)ro-vlams in Cas,5 Nlwhere t~he aU' ihorizations for theralp'oprialou- a ie
for more lhan 4 fiscal years, unless such longer periods of tim, are
enacted a after the lpasiuxe of S. 1244.
Flexibility is provided in that exeml)tions from the restriction on
consideration of such measures are treated as resolutions to waive
the rule, with such resolutions-referred to the Rules Committee and
the Appropriations Committee for 10 days consideration. There is
no automatic termination of agencies or programs in the manner proposed )y S. 2. Terminations, if and when they occur, are the result of
the operation of the authorization bills themselves, not the direct result of the provisions of S. 12414.
S. 12,14 does establish a program review requirement as a component
of reports of committees to accompany reauthorization bills. The bill
is consi(derab~ly shorter than S. 2 and seems to accord considerable
flexibility to the Congress and its committees.
Senator Biden, we are happy to welcome you here and we would be
glad to have you proceed in any manner you desire.
TESTIMONY OF HON. JOfEPH R. BIDEN, JR., A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF DELAWARE, AND SPONSOR OF S. 1244
Senator BIDEN. I would like to thank the chairman and ask if I may
that a longer and thoroughly detailed statement may be submitted f(;r
the record in its entirety, and I will not take much of the committee's
time. I have a four- or five-page statement here, and I will be happy
to resl)ond to questions in writing or afterwards.
I know the committee has a crush of work, and so I will perfectly
understand if you merely listen to my statement and submit questions
to me.
I1e C I uuMAN. Your statement will be made a part of the record .
[The prepared statement of Senator Biden follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF liON. JOSEPit R. BIDEN, JR., A U.S. SENATOR FIROM TIlm
STATE OF DELAWARE AND SPONSOR OF S. 1244

I am most pleased that your Committee has begun hearings on spending
control legislation. When I first introduced a spending control bill in July 1975,
the idea had not received the publicity it is now getting. In the past two years,
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awareness of the need for a mechanism to stem the growth of the Federal
budget has become apparent to almost everyone. It is my hope that we can put
together a process for individual program review that will be as effective ac the
Congressional budget process that was adopted in 1974.
I am sure you all know, and that other witnesses will tell you, why we need
legislation like this. Rather than repeating the rationale for such legislation
and giving you a detailed review of S. 1244, the bill which I introduced, I would
ask that my introductory statement on S. 1244 be included in the Committee's
reord of these hearings.
I regard this spending control legislation as a continuation of the self-appraisal
of its fiscal process that Congress began when it drew up and adopted budget
reform legislation. The Congress has established a process to control budget
totals. The Next logical thing is to make sure the Congress has firm control
over the pieces that make up those totals.
I am anxious to strengthen the spending authorization part of our budget system here in Congress, which is what spending control legislation really does. I
believe that placing the initial responsibility for setting cost ceilings in committee(s concerned with program development rather than in a fiscally oriented
committee is wise. In my judgement, that process may be in jeopardy.
I say that because it is clear that there is growing sentiment around the country for less government, more efficient government, less costly government, and
less Intrustion into people's lives by government. I do not believe that this sentiwent is going to go away. In fact, I think it may get stronger. It is our responsibility to meet this feeling with action.
My concern is that if we do not better utilize the existing committee system
and make more and better use of the program reviews that are already being
made, then demand will grow for a process to supervise or even supercedie the
present system of authorizing spending ceilings. Many, probably most, committees have oversight of existing programs as a major function of the committee.
Some of that oversight comes to the Senate floor in the form of modified programs
and new authorizations. Much of the work, however, never gets to the Senate
because the committee concludes that no changes are required and therefore
reports no legislation to the floor. I think this leads many to believe that there
is less oversight than there is. I believe it is more appropriate to let the Congress
its a whole make the decision as to whether a program should continue along its
existing course rather than having that decision made in committee. This legislation meets this issue by requiring periodic reauthorization legislation accom)anted by a report on the result of oversight.
The other thing that spending control legislation will do is to increase the
Importance and urgency of conducting oversight. It is perfectly natural, when
a committee is involved in developing new program initiatives, that program
reviews may be neglected at least temporarily. This legislation will increase the
urgency of acting and should assure the same priority for reviewing existing
legislation as new legislation receives.
I hope that some form of legislation to strengthen the authorization process
can receive the support of the committees in this Congress. I believe that it is in
their own self interest to do so.
SI~euding control legislation will benefit the taxpayers of the country. It should
help assure better service for the dollar and fewer dollars spent. However, it is
important to know what this legislation will not do. This legislation is not
going to cancel every government program or balance the budget overnight. Few
people would argue that we should not have an adequate defense; that we need
niot educaite our children: that we must not assure adequate health care for
everyone; or that we should not help those who cannot help themselves. And
the bulk of our Federal spending goes for these purposes. But this legislation
will save money. Exactly how much cannot be predicted. Equally important it
should remove some of thoqe irritating, silly things that government does that
taxpayers find so exasperating.
In addition to saving money this legislation should serve to improve the
services government provides for people. I get the impression that some people
regard this legislation as being basically negative in its approach to government
services. I don't look at it that way. When I see an opportunity to save money
-while assuring that government services mor Ntlly meet the people's needs,
then I believe we should take it. That is what this legislation can do, and I
hope this Committee will approach it in that spirit.
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I have some specifics I would like to discuss with the Committee, but before
I do, I would like to discwss the issue of automatic termination of programs.
I do not use the word "sunset" in my bill, S. 1244, because I think it overdramatizes the intention of the bill. The intention is to terminate some that
deserve it; to modify others to achieve better results for less money; and to
continue many in their existing form. The purpose is spending control-and I
emphasize control. The termination mechanism Is simply a way of assuring that
the program will be reviewed-a trigger mechanism which guarantees a review
of most programs.
In the staff paper attached to the Chairman's letter, another alternative to
automatic termination is set forth. Briefly summarized, that alternative is a
mandate by the Senate through resolution to each committee to review certain
programs. This is an interesting proposal and one that I believe deserves further
study. My concern about this approach is what triggers action after the study
is complete. How do we assure that the whole Senate has a chance to consider
andi act a4 a body on the results? I believe there must be some mechanism like
autAnnatic termination to assure that a good report will be prepared and considered by the full Senate. Automatic termination may not be the only answer.
1 happen to believe it is a good one. But we must not confuse setting up Just
another study l)rocess--call it what you will-with the establishment of an
a,, ion program for spending control and program improvement.
There are many differences in the procedures that the two bills before you
,. 2 and S. 1244) propose to use to meet their common objective-effective
control over Federal spending programs. Your staff has raised additional possibilities in the paper that accompanied the Chairman's letter. I am sure that
your Committee will be studying alternative processes carefully before you
report legislation. I do not propose today, at least, to argue for one particular
procedure although I do believe that S. 1244 does offer a relatively simple and
flexible way to approach the problem within the framework of our committee
system. Certainly, I would welcome the opportunity, as you review these hills,
to work with you on the details of the process. My staff and I stand ready to
(10 so.

Today, however. in your oljlirnlg-hearing, I would rather focus on three or
four significant differences between the two bills with the hope that you would
consider these carefully as you are studying the details of the spending control
process.
The first issue revolves around the question of how much and what kind of
review will be given to new spending programs proposed for enactment. I see
little point in establishing a review process to weed out existing ineffective
programs If we do not protect ourselves from adopting new Ineffective ones.
I (1o not mean to imply that all the new programs we adopt are ineffective:
Clearly that is not so. Nor do I mean that we (1o not study needs for programs
before we adopt them. Clearly we do. What is too often missing is an analysis
of what other programs exist to meet the same or similar problems and how
Ihey would mesh with the new program. Some of the questions that should be
asked and answered are:
1. Would this bill establish a new bureaucracy to carry on programs that
cou( l be administered by ,an existing agency conducting similar programs?
2. How (1o the benefits or services provided under the Wew law mesh with existing ones? Would they overlap and provide duplicate benefits? Are there gaps in
coverage where some group that needs service will not get it?
3. Could we combine several existing programs with this new one to come up
with one consolidated program effort that might be of more service for less
money?
I am sure that these questions-and many similar ones-are in the minds of
committees and their staffs as they work on new programs. But I see little sign of
an orderly review process aimed at uncovering the relationships between new programs and existing ones.
I suppose one could argue that adopting a new review process for existing pro.
grams will create enough new workload without undertaking to devise a process
for new ones also. I would argue that it is essential that the two go together, for
two reasons. First, it seems counter-productive to establish an elaborate process
to control spending in existing programs If we are not doing the best we can to
avoid future problems when we create new programs. Second, the review processes
for new and existing programs would complement each other. The study of a new
health care program should lead to a careful review and modification of existing
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health programs. Both the existing and the new programs would benefit. And the
committee would not duplicate its owni efforts by studying new programs one year
and related existing programs another.
In fact, I am so convinced of the importance of examining new and old programs together that I am concerned about any review system that would impose
arbitrary review dates for existing programs. I would like to keel) the flexibility
of reviewing old programs when the need for a new one arises.
S. 1244 has language in Se0tion 6 that would mandate such coordinated studies
of new and existing programs. I hold no brief for the specific language, but I believe the idea is sound and is central to building a total program of spending
review and control. I hope your Committee will study the concept carefully and
incorporated it In your final product.
()ne of the real problems in program review and analysis-what we in the Senate call oversight-is determining what the goals and objectives of a program
,.ere at the time it was adopted and how they have evolved since thtt time. II is
still possible of course to measure a program against what we would like it to
achieve to(lny-not what its- authors intended. This is I mnportl't and slioild I,,,
done. But in the long run effort to improve our ability to design programs to
achieve our obj cttives, it is important to know the goals originally Intended of a
piece of legislation and be able to see how far the legislation has taken us toward
those goals.
For thlls eason we need to strengthen our ability to set forth the objectives of
a liece of legislation. S. 12,14 has two provisions to meet this need. The first Is
Section 6 that I have just referred to. Section 6, in addition to requiring a study
of related programs, requires "an identification of the objectives and purposes of
the new program and the I)rol)lens or needs that the new program is intended to
address" and also "a projection of the anticipated needs for and accomplishments
of the program, Including an estimate of when, and the conditions under whitcle,
the program| will have fulfilled the objectives for which it was established." The
elnate should have this Information In order to decide whether it wants to adopt
a piece of legislation. The agency of the executive branch that will administer the
program should have It as a guide. III addition, It should be available :is a guide
for legislative oversight of the program.
I lv,'.-vo, ]0(,|lli.ue ther9 are w(o I lories of Congress. Ovenl statelonto,
of
program intent In committee reports are not enough. The authorizing committee
in each House may report legislation with differing provisions and varying
(djotives. Tlhou these Committee proposals may Ie
m(nded on the fl r.
Finollly. a conference eomanittee will work out a comonon 'r'uind, us uavlly it(,(clti lg alits of each vcrslon. At this point. It N IIimIortait that the confer:,e: Ihe
('11rged not just with arriving at a numerical or some other (oniprominse. The
conferees should be charged with including in their report a statement of what
achievements they believe ean be expected from the bill adopted in conference.
A provision such as this is in S. 1244. Section 7. This is similar to a requirement
In the, Budget Act, and while it has not. worked perfectly, It has helped to el.irify
intent an(l permit m(easurement of new legislation against budget targets. I think
a similar requirement in any spending control bill would be most useful.
Nov.- for I moniemt I would like to turn to tile subject of tax exponditore,'.%As
you all know, one of the proposals for sunset has been to include a leriolic
review oC all tax exIenditires-the special economie inventive, and soeiol pro)grainis h.ilt into our tax structure. I persoivlly favor smm'li a J)eriol' review
of tix e:yFenditires. However, I ain pessimistic ahout achieving it In the nor
future.
Ilowevor, I think there Is on( aspect of tax expenditure review that should lie
i -Dided in any bill paszed. The provisions of any spending control bill which
spell out the criteria for periodic review should require tamt the progia m
beiig reviewed be eomlpared not only with other siiilr
spending prograii, hitt
with ta: expenditure programs intended to achieve th.- smne ol) Petivo-4. For
eI:amm'le, If the l:.mme is howN to encourage exports, tl study should inelm(lo not
jitut the subsidy offered throufrh the Export-Import Bank htl als.o the offe,,ti,ness of the tax subsidy available through the deferral of inone taxes on oertvln
ineoinn from exports.
To fal to look at the tax subsidies available is to look at only half the pletutre.
I am iot recommending here any authority to act on tax expenditures or any
automatic review of termination of them. I simply believe the authorizing committees should be able to compare the effectiveness of their spending programs
with tax subsidy programs to determine which is the more appropriate way
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to achieve the objectives. If the tax expenditure route should appear the most
fo:tsile, the Committee could forward a recommendation to the Finance Committee for its consideration.
rhe kind of language to which I refer appears in several places in S. 1244.
Let me just note an example from the provisions of Section 5 setting forth
criteria for committee review of programs. The Committee is charged with
studying:
"The feasibility of alternative programs and methods, Including tax expenditures, for meeting the objectives of the program under consideration .... "
I believe that specific reference to this Is essential to assure adequate authority
for authorizing committees to study tax expenditure programs and to assure
the cooperation in this work by the Ways and Means and Finance Committees.
Finally, on a related issue, I would recommend that any spending authorization bill be required to authorize a specific sum, not an open ended amount. I
realize that this poses problems, particularly for entitlement programs where
tht spending ceiling may depend upon economic or other circumstances. On
the other band. if the authorizing committee does not make an estimate, the
Appropriations Committee still mst. I think we should put the initial burden
of estimating costs back on the Committee that proposes the program in the
first instance. We should not vote to put programs in place when we are not
prepared to write into the law the cost of the program. As I said, I know this
poses problems, but my staff and I would be glad to work with you to achieve
a workable propl)osal if you believe the basic idea has merit.
These are a few of tile major differences between my bill and the one sponsored by Senator Muskie. (I might Just add that I am a cosponsor of his bill
too.) In general, I believe that S. 1244 offers a flexible but effective approach
to n system of spending control operating within our existing committee system.
If the work that your Committee did on the Budget Act is any example, I am
sure that your review of these proposals will be thorough and penetrating. What
is more, the hearings that you held last fall on the spending control process
)rovided many useful Insights into the operation of such a process. Those were
most helpful to me in drafting my bill.
I ain looking forward to seeing and acting on the final results of your work.
This is one of the most important issues before Congress and it is urgent that
we move ahead with It. If I can be of any assistance to you in your work,
I will be most pleased to hell).

Senator Bn)E,-,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Yoll indicated in your opening remarks with regard to my legislation that this has not received the publicity S. 2 has. I think that is
correct, and I think it is understandal)le. It, is difficult for an author
of a bill to sheplherd a bill through a committee when he is not on that
tee.
Colm t
I am most pleased that Vour' committee has begun hearings on
spending control legislation.'When I first intro(luced a spending control bill in July 1975, the idea had not received the publicity it is now
getting. In the past 2 years. awareness of the need for a mechanism
to stein the growth of the Federal budget has l)ecome apparent to
almost everyone.
Rather than repeating the rationale for such legislation and giving
you a detailed review of S. 1244, the bill which I introduced, I would
ask that my introductory statements of S. 1244 be included in the
committee's record of these hearings.
I regard this spending control legislation as a continuation of the
sel f-ap)plraisil of its fiscal processes that Congress began when it drew
up and adopted budget reform legislation.
I am anxious to strengthen the spending authorization part of our
budget system here in Congress, which is what spending control legislation really does. I believe that placing the initial responsibility for
setting cost ceilings in committees concerned with program development rather than in a fiscally oriented committee in a wise approach.
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It is clear that there is growing sentiment around the country for
less government, more efficient government, less costly government, and
less intrsion into people's li,- s by government. I do not believe that
this sentiment is going to go away.'In fact, I think it may get stronger.
It is our responsibility, as I see it. to meet this feeling with action.
Spending control legislation will benefit the taxpayers of the country. It should help assure better service for the dollar and fewer dollars
spent. This legislation will save considerable amounts of money.
In addition to saving money, this legislation should serve to improve
the services Government provides for people. When I see an opportunity to save money while assuring that Government services more
fully meet the people's needs, then I believ- we should take it.. That
is what this legislation can do. I hope this committee will approach it
in that spirit.
There are many differences in the proceeds that the two bills
before you, S. 2 anq S. 1244, propose to uso to meet their common objectiv&--effective control over Federal spending programs. Your staff
bas raised additional posibilities in the paper that accompanied the
chairman's letter. I am sure that your committee will be studying alternative processes carefully before you report legislation. I do not propose today, at least, to argue for one particular procedure although T
do believe that S. 1244 does offer a relatively simple and flexible way
to approach the problem within the framework of our committee systeom. Certainly, I would welcome the opportunity, as you review theso
bills. to work with you on the details of the process. My staff and I
stand ready to do so.
Today, however, in your opening hearing, I would rather focus on
three or four significant differences between the two bills with the
hope that you would consider these carefully as you are studying the
dets ils of the spending control process.
The first issue revolves around the question of how much and what
kind of review will be given to new spending programs proposed for
enactment. I see little point in establishing a review process to weed
out existing ineffective programs if we do not protect ourselves from
adopting new ineffective ones. I do not mean to imply that all the new
programs we adopt, are ineffective--clearly that is not so. Nor do I
mean that we do not study needs for programs before we adopt them.
Clearly we do.
But I see little sign of an orderly review process aimed at uncovering
the relationships between new programs and existing ones
S. 1244 has language in section 6 that would mandate such coordinated studies of new and existing progTrams. I hold no brief for the
specific language, but I believe the idea is sound and is central to buildinq a total program of spending review and control. I hope your committee will study the concept carefully and incorporate it in'your final
product.
One of the real problems in program revieviand analysis--what wo
in the Senate call oversight-is determining what the goals and objectives of a program were at the time it was adopted and how they have
evolved since that time.
For this reason, I feel the need to strengthen our ability to set forth
the objectives of a piece of legislation. S. 1244 has two provisions to
meet this need. The first is section 6 that T have just referred to. Section 6, in addition to requiring a study of related programs, requires
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"an identification of the objectives and purposes of the new program
and the problems or needs that the new program is intended to
address."
Parenthetically, Mr. Chairman, we both have served on committees
and we find that the final product that comes out bears little resemblance to the bill introduced in the first place. Then we have to go
back and rewrite the introductory remarks as to what this program was
intended to do, and include new statements of purpose in the committee
report.
However, because there are two Houses of Congress, even statements,
of program intent in committee reports are not enough. The authorizing committee in each House may report legislation with differing
provisions and varying objectives. Then these committee proposals.
may be amended on the floor.
Finally, a conference committee will work out a common ground
usually accepting parts of each version. At this point, it is important
that the conferees be charged not just with arriving at a numerical
or some other compromise. The conferees should be charged with including in their report a statement of what achievements they believe
can be expected from the bill adopted in conference. A provision such
as this is in S. 1244, section 7.
Now, for a moment, I would like to turn to the subject of tax expenditures. I personally favor a periodic review of tax expenditures.
However, in my 5 years in the Senate, I am pessimistic about achieving
it in the near future.
However, I think there is one aspect of tax expenditure review that
should be included in any bill passed. The provisions of any spending
control bill which spell out the criteria for periodic review should require that the program being reviewed be compared not only with other
similar spending programs but with tax expenditure programs intended to achieve the same objective. To fail to look at the tax subsidies
available is to look at only half the picture.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, on a related issue, I would recommend that
any spending authorization bill be required to authorize a specific sum,
not an openended amount. I realize that this poses problems, particularly for entitlement programs where the spending ceiling may depend
upon economic or other circumstances. On the other hand, ii the
authorizing committee does not make an estimate, the Appropriations
Committee still must. I think we should put the initial burden of estimating costs back on the committee that proposed the program in the
first instance.
These are a few of the major differences between my bill and the one
sponsored by Senators Muskie and Roth. I might just add that I am a
cosponsor ot that bill, too.
In general, I believe that S. 1244 offers a flexible but effective approach to a system of spending control operating within our existing
committee system, and I emphasize, within our existing committee system. There may be a better procedure to operate, but I suggest that
--- there is not a better one within our committee system, andthat is a
faith, accompli. That is not going to change, at least in the near future.
So I think we have to take that into consideration in any spending
control legislation.
If the work that your committee did on the Budget Act is any
example, I am suie that your review of these proposals will be.
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thorough and penetrating. 'What is more, the hearings that you held
last fall on the spending control process provided many useful insights into the operation of such a process. Those were most helpful
to me in drafting my bill.
I amn looking forward to seeing and acting on the final results of
your work. This is one of the most important issues before Congress,
and it is urgent that we move ahead with it.
If I can be of any assistance to you in your work, I will be most
pleased to help.
The CTAIRMIAN. Thank you very much, Senator Biden. We appreciate your statement and we will look forward to working together
on this matter, and I am sure that our staff will be calling on your
staff for work in connection with that.
Senator BID-.. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, since you are
not going to have a chance to ask questions because of the vote, I
would like to take the liberty of submitting for your staff, or for the
record, a comparison of the two bills which my staff has done, and suggested questions that they had written for me to be able to anticipate
your questions, which may be helpful. Maybe we will have anticipated
some of the questions that your staff would have.
The CITAITRAN. Fine. We will be glad to make that a part of the
record.
[The following was received for the record :]
Provision of bill

S. 1244

Periodic review cycle ............... Every 4 yr ------------------------Is there automatic termination of au- Yes ------------------------------thorizations?
How is schedule of programs to be By each committee based on its workload and common objectives of proterminated each year determined?
grams.
Are all programs reviewed in equal Not necessarily, committee determines
depth of study. Rill requires "suffidepth.
ciently complete" to justify reauthorization.
Does the hll permit authorization for Yet-by special resolution adopted by
Special
oversight rerollcall onvote.
morse
than 4/6 yr when type of pronuired
these
oroarams.
gram makes this logical?
Can programs be exempted from auto- Yes-by special resolution adopted by
rolcall vote.
matic termination provision?
Does review include regulatory Yes ................................
agencies?
Provision to continue program blocked Yes. Automatic 2-yr phase down of
unrenewed programs; or passage of
filibuster?
resolution exempting program from
termination,
Is there provision to "phase down" Yes. 2 yr phase down of authorization
terminated programs when desired?
to zero in 3d yr, unless Congress
votes against phase down.
Does bil! require definition of objec- Yes. Both in committee reports and
tives of programs against which to in conference report on final version
bill.
measure future performance?
What committees oversee spending Rules and Appropriations .............
control process?
Require comparison of new programs Yes ................................
with similar existing programs.
Prohibit open-ended authorization of Yes-_ . .........................
funds?
As part of study, specifically authorize Yes ................................
comparison of spending programs
with similar tax expenditure
programs.
Provide for complete inventory of No .................................
programs by CBO?
Provide for a Citizens Committee on No.................................
the Organization and Operation of
Government?

S. 2
Every 6 yr.
Yes.
According to a schedule in the bill,
grouping programs by budget func.
tons.
No. Certain programs designated every
2 years by resolution are only ones
studied in depth. Others given quick
study.
No (except certain programs like interest, social security etc. specifically
exempted in the bill.).
Only"regulatory
after 1987. Hope to pass a different
reform" act to sunset
these agencies.
Special privileged bill of reauthorization can be passed after 50 hrs
debate on original reauthorization.
No.
Only in committee reports, not in conference report on final version.
Budget
No.
No.
No.
Yes.
Yes.
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POSSIBLE QUESTIONS FROM RULES COMMITTEE ON SPENDING CONTROL BILL
Question 1. Does your bill cover all spending programs?
Answer. Yes, it is intended to. But there is a procedure whereby the Senate
can exempt certain programs from time to time by passing a resolution to that
effect by a roll call vote.
Question 2. Does you bill provide for automatic termination of spending programs? Why do you think this is necessary?
Answer. Yes, it provides for automatic termination of spending programs
every 4 years. It requires an affirmatitve act of Congress to authorize spending
for another period. The purpose of automatic termination is two-fold: first to
provide a "trigger mechanism" that will force Congress to review spending programs; second to have all decisions on continuing or terminating programs made
by t he full Senate and House, not just committees.
Question S. Why do you want to terminate all programs?
Answer. I don't want to and my bill does not intend that. The termination
is just a way to assure that programs are reviewed. I do not expect most of
them to be terminated.
Question 4. How frequently would programs have to be reviewed under your
bill?
Answer. At least once every 4 years. However, it is the idea of periodic termination and review that is important, not the precise number of years. Senator
Miuskie's provides for review every 6 years. I could live with that.
Question 5. Don't you think the workloa-d-of reviewing all programs will be
too heavy and require a lot of new staff?
Answer. I am sure it will add workload and require staff. But it will save
money too. I have tried to avoid a big jump in workload and staff by first, allowing each committee to determine depth of the reauthorization study; and
.wcond.1by allowing a year after the effective date of the act for committees to establish their I)rocedures, allow the Rules Committee to review them, and let
the Rules Committee recommend changes in the process if they are needed.
Question 6. What do you estimate the cost of this process to be?
Answer. The Congressional Budget Office estimated the cost of S. 2 to be
about $8 million the first year. I have no better figure.
Question 7. Is a uniform, maximum period of 4 or 6 years desirable? May
there not be some programs, like the space program, where real results cannot
he measured in that short a time?
Answer. My bill makes allowance for that. If the Senate feels a longer time
than four years is appropriate, it can pass a waiver resolution by roll call vote
setting a longer authorization period. If this is done, special oversight is required.
Question 8. Would you exempt certain programs, such as social security, interest payments on the debt, the judiciary, etc., from the termination provisions
of spending control legislation?
Answer. I do not think we can anticipate every possible situation now. Also
I think the Senate as a whole should retain the right to exempt programs where
automatic termination seems inappropriate. An example might be enforcement
of civil rights. My bill provides for a waiver resolution for any such program
when it seems appropriate. Of course, even if we exempted a program from
automatic termination, we would still expect that it would be studied
periodically.
Question 9. Isn't it too complicated to try to start out terminating and reviewing all programs every four years? Shouldn't we start with some "sample"
programs to see how it works? How can we anticipate everything that may
come up?
Answer. First my bill provides a year in which each committee can study
the effect upon it and report to the Rules Committee. After the Rules Committee
had all the reports, it could hold hearings and recommend changes or standardized procedures. In this way we would not be rushing into anything, but we
would be committed to a spending control process of some sort.
Question 10. Won't periodic termination increase uncertainty for state and
local governments receiving grant money?
Answer. Many, If not most, grant programs expire periodically now. Revenue
sharing and education and housing occur to me as examples. It should not increase uncertainty much and it gives local governments a process by which to
improve the operation of some grant programs.
Question 11. Might not the abrupt termination of some programs cause hard.
ship and create chaos?
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Answer. First, the basic provisions of law do not expire, just the spending
authorization. Second, my bill contains a two year phase out of spending (80
percent first year, 50 percent second) unless Congress takes affirmative action
to abolish. (if course any spending during the phase out period would dl)end on
action by Appropriations Committees and House and Senate.
Question 12. Do you think that the lack of clear statements of the purnose and
obteetives of some Federal programs may create problems in r.,viwing the
results?
Answer. Yes. I am sure this will he the ease. However, I don't think we can
give uip ()n spending (ontrol reviews just bea.ause in the past th obj ectives of
h,,visvat io were not clearly spelled out. To try to meet this proldeiu in the future
mv 1,l1 requires the authorizing committees to spell out olbjectives on each new
progrinm they adopt. In addition, conference committees wouid he required to
slitk. th, objec tvvs of the conivronse they adopt in the conferencee report.
Quiit ion 13. )o you think that a catalog of programs such a:s that )rolpsed
in Senator Muskie's bill would be useful in carrying on a review?
Answer. I think that i an excellent Idea. Without Ihe exit4e1v.e of :al Inventory of all Federal spending l)rograms It will be difficult for thie ('oinittees to
make ul) a1 agenda for reautlorizations.
Qv'.ticit 14.. S. 2 provides a sedule for revhwelng programs. 1,ased on budget
functions Fo that all programs In certain budget functions would he reviewed at

the, same time, regardless of committee jurisdiction. )o you think that is a good
idea?
Answer. It would certainly make the process more orderly. It may le the only
way to do it if you want to spell out a schedule of reauthorizations in the bill.
On the other hand, I think there may ihe something to he said for letting each
(,oumiittee put together a program based on programs under its jurisdiction.

This way, each conimittee will present a coordinated package of its lroigrams.

Trying to coordinate a study among several (oinmlttees, and thn bring a coilsolidated package to the Floor, may be too difficult, as the present energy situa-

tion indicates.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Mfr. James L. Blnm.
TESTIMONY OF JAMES L. BLUM, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR
BUDGET ANALYSIS, CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE; ACCOM.
PANIED BY ALFRED B. PITT, GENERAL COUNSEL, CONGRES-_
SIONAL BUDGET OFFICE
.\r. 13h,i.r. ''hank you, AMr. Chairman.
F'irt. I want to ex!)'(+s the. ref'(ts of )r. ivlin, w'ho was unable
to be. ]here. She is v'ery much interested in the olbj('(tiv',s of this ill)oitant legislation, and she asked that I represent her.
On my left is Ir. Alfred Fitt, the General (otinsl for the Congressional Budget Office.
I am vetw' pleased, Mr. Chairman, to be here today to diS-CUss with
you S. 2 and S. 1214, the two bills proposing systemnatic (-over-n(,ment
review of programs. E earlier this year, I)r. llivlin t stified before the
Committee on Governmental Affairs on S. 2, the Program Evalumtion
Act of 1977, a, it was introduced.
We appreciate the opportunity now to testify on the provisions of
S. 2 as reported, as well as S. 1244, the Federal S pending Control Act
of 1977.
)uring its deliberations, the Committee on Governmental Affairs
made a. number of significant changes to S. 2 that should improve its
workability. New provisions allow authorizing committees to target
a few programs from among those expiring dilring a1('ongres4s for
intensive and thorough evaluation. The remaining programs do not,

however, escape scrutiny.

